Resource Development Plan
2021-2022

Introduction
The Resource Development Plan serves as a guide for selection and retention of
materials for Singleton Public Library’s collection.
This document will be reviewed annually with a major review every 4 years. The
Library has adopted a community driven collection development philosophy
acknowledging the important role played on an ongoing basis.
Resource Management is the responsibility of the Library Resources Team. The
development of collections (selection, acquisition, cataloguing, processing and
weeding) is coordinated by the Team Leader Library Resources with delegated
responsibilities to the Acquisitions Officer and the Cataloguing & Resource
Maintenance Officer.
The library provides services for all members of the community and visitors
including:
• Recreational readers;
• Community members undertaking life-long learning;
• Preschool children and families;
• Young persons;
• Students, including primary, secondary and tertiary;
• Community members who have a disability or special needs;
• CALD community members;
• Councillors and Council staff; and
• Researchers.
Purpose
Resource Development is the planning process through which the Library’s
collection of resources is developed in order to meet the diverse needs of the
Singleton community. The plan takes in to consideration the following:
• Identified customer needs;
• Full range of information formats;
• Available budget;
• On-line information services;
• Information sources via the Internet; and
• Inter-Library Loan and document delivery services.
The plan has the following aims:
• To inform the community of the Library’s resource strategy including why
materials are selected and ways users’ needs are to be met;
• To provide Singleton Council with an understanding of the role the Library
plays and the way it endeavours to meet community needs;
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To identify both internal and external factors that impact on resource
development;
To assist in developing funding priorities; and
To ensure regular analysis of resources, circulation and demographic
information is used and strategies updated to reflect community changes and
needs.

Background
Singleton Library provides a range of facilities and services for public use, including:
• Library loans, reservations and Inter-Library Loans;
• Reference, Information and Technology;
• Study spaces and meeting rooms;
• Children and Young Persons – wide range of resources and activities;
• Outreach – for residents who have mobility issues, delivering library
resources; and
• Book Clubs and wide range of activities for all ages.
The majority of programs and services offered are free of charge unless otherwise
advised.
Collection Overview
The Library’s collection consists of a range of both book and non-book formats,
separated into five key areas:
• Information Resources – Non-Fiction, Local & Family History, Corporate and
online databases;
• Audio-Visual Resources – Audio Books, Music, DVDs, and eAudiobooks;
• Recreational Reading Resources – Fiction, Large Print, Graphic Novels,
Young Adult Fiction, eMagazines and eBooks;
• Children’s Resources – Recreational Non-Fiction, Fiction and Picture Books;
• Periodicals;
• Toy Library; and
• Cake Tins
Collection Standards
Living learning libraries: Standards and guidelines for NSW public libraries (2020)
provides quantitative guidelines which enables Singleton Library to benchmark the
Library’s collection against standards and other public libraries in NSW.
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S9. Expenditure on library materials per capita
$3.31 – below benchmark of $5.42
S10. Items per capita
2.10 – above benchmark of 2.09
S11. Acquisitions per capita
0.19 – below benchmark of 0.23
S12. Age of collection
% of library collection purchased in last 10 years
48.72% - above benchmark of 46.64%
% of library collection purchased in last 5 years
81.81% - above benchmark of 66.00%
S13. Turnover of stock
Total loans 2020-2021 by total lending stock
1.62 – below benchmark of 3.08
S14. Circulation per capita
Total loans 2020-2021 by LGA population
5.09 – below baseline of 5.47
Community Profile
Singleton has the second largest population in the Upper Hunter and is projected to
increase at an annual average growth rate of 1.1% 2006-2026. The total population
of the Local Government Area is 22,987 (ABS, 2016 Census), comprised of 11,701
males and 11,288 females.
The Local Government Area serves 4,893 kilometres. Residents have a rich and
diverse cultural mix, including Indigenous persons, as well as migrants from the
United Kingdom and New Zealand.
The population is young with a median age of 36 and 75% of residents aged 54 and
under.
User Analysis
Library membership is female dominated at 64%.
12.54% of the male population of the Singleton LGA are members whereas 22.42%
of the female population of the Singleton LGA are members.
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The dominant membership group is 0-14 years representing 22%.
Given the need to provide a relevant library service to the community, the Library’s
Selection Profile is reviewed and updated on an annual basis. The profile takes into
account the changing community profile with particular focus on:
• General demographic factors such as age, sex, income and work status;
• The ageing and those with disabilities;
• Children, young persons and families;
• People from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds;
• Technological advances; and
• Equity of access.
Key Activities
The Library’s collections are continually evaluated for their quality, relevance and
diversity to ensure that they are meeting the current demands of users. The Library
Resources Team is responsible for regular evaluation and maintenance ensuring the
collection is current, attractive, responsive, diverse and useful to the Singleton
community.
Collection Analysis
Qualitative and quantitative methods are used to monitor collection use:
• Expenditure on library materials per capita;
• Age of collection;
• Acquisitions per capita per annum;
• Items per capita;
• Turnover of stock;
• Circulation per capita;
• Expected use;
• Shelf/Loan ratio;
• In-house use;
• User surveys; and
• Stock suggestions.
The needs of potential users are evaluated using:
• Census and other demographic statistics;
• Non-user surveys; and
• Community consultation.
Budget Allocation
Each fiscal year, July 1 – June 30, a portion of the Library’s budget is allocated to the
purchase and subscription to resources. The Library receives annual funding from
Singleton Council and grants. The major budget categories are the resource vote,
periodical and electronic resource subscriptions.
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Budgets for each collection are overseen at the service level by the Coordinator
Community Services but devolved to Team Leader Library Resources and selectors
for management on a daily basis.
The following budget outlines what financial commitment is required to maintain and
improve Singleton Library’s collection in line with national standard; based on a
projected 1.1% annual percentage population increase.
Information Resources
Non-Fiction
Local History
Family History
Research Databases
Recreational Reading
Resources
Fiction
Large Print
Graphic Novels
Young Adult Fiction
eBooks
Audio Visual Resources
Audio Books
Music Collection
DVD Collection
eAudio
eMagazines
Library App
Children’s Resources
Recreational Non-Fiction
Picture Books & Board
Books
Children’s Fiction
Periodicals & Newspapers
Cake Tins
Total Resource Vote

$22,450
$14,550
$500
$500
$6,900
$22,500
$9,900
$4,000
$1,600
$2,000
$5,000
$24,680
$1,200
$500
$11,500
$4,200
$3,300
$6,950
$22,000
$5,500
$7,500
$9,000
$1,600
$1,000
$94,230

Material Selection
All Singleton Library staff participate in the selection process as delegated by the
Team Leader Library Resources, also through reading of reviews, taking
suggestions from the public and making suggestions for purchase from the public for
purchase via the Library Resources Team.
Selection profiles detail the characteristics of each collection, identifying strengths
and weaknesses guiding selection needs. These profiles are reviewed annually and
can be updated at any time as required.
A variety of methods to select material that best fits collection needs are used:
• Reviewing journals and newspapers;
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Publishers’ catalogues;
Library supplier visits;
Standing orders;
Engagement activities in the form of Community Buying Days, with a
minimum of four per year;
Customer suggestions;
Visits to local retail outlets and warehouses;
Best-seller listings;
Staff suggestions;
Standing orders; and
Interlibrary loan requests.

Selection Criteria
Item selection is based on the following core criteria:
• Suitability for meeting the needs of the community;
• Appeal to the interests of the community;
• Artistic excellence;
• Literary merit;
• Local interest;
• Technical quality;
• Quality of presentation;
• Reputation and significance of the author, generally and in the local
community;
• Accuracy;
• Authoritativeness;
• Objectivity;
• Reviews in the professional and popular media;
• Originality of thought;
• Permanent value;
• Popular demand;
• Relation to existing collections and other material on the subject;
• Inclusion of title in standard or special bibliographies or indexes;
• Skill, competence and purpose of the author;
• Budget, cost and space considerations;
• Contemporary significance and current usefulness;
• Suitability of physical form for library use;
• Availability of materials at other libraries; and
• Availability of materials online.
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Acquisitions
A range of suppliers is selected, where possible, to ensure cost-effective fulfilment of
orders. Suppliers are selected based on the following criteria:
• Capacity to meet the Library’s basic requirements;
• Effective customer service;
• Cost;
• Timeliness; and
• Range of services complementary to the Library’s requirements.
Preference is given to consolidating purchases through library suppliers, subscription
agents and specialist suppliers who provide a range of services, rather than dealing
directly with individual publishers and small suppliers which is time-consuming and
costly.
Supplier performance must be monitored routinely; the Acquisitions Officer is
responsible for continuous informal assessment during daily processing.
Linkage between the Library’s integrated library management system and Council’s
financial management system is critical to completion of the audit trail.
Donations
Singleton Library accepts donated material and bequests under the following
provisions:
• All donations are assessed by the Library Resources Team using the same
selection criteria as outlined above;
• Material that is not added to the collection may be offered for sale with the
proceeds being returned to the resource vote;
• Conditional donations and bequests are not accepted;
• Material in poor condition will not be accepted unless it is of historical value;
and
• Magazines should be less than six months old and held in the collection.
Donations (Local History/Archives)
Donated material and bequests are accepted under the following provisions:
• Items are accessed using criteria outlined in the Selection Profiles below and
is at the Team Leader Library Resource’s discretion in not accepting material
that falls outside these guidelines;
• Items must relate to the Singleton local government area, or be locally
significant;
• Depositor completes the Local History/Archives Deposit Agreement Form
(Appendix 1);
• Acceptance or refusal of items will be made in writing;
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The Library will be solely responsible for insurance and any necessary
restoration of items, however there is no obligation to provide additional
conservation treatment other than archival storage conditions (as
appropriate);
Items may be made available to readers to use in Singleton Public Library
where appropriate, as the condition of the item/s permit.
Items within the collection may be digitised and made available electronically
over time.

Stock Suggestions
Customers are encouraged to suggest items for purchase to ensure collections are
relevant and meet the community’s needs. These suggestions are considered by
Library Resources staff in accordance with selection criteria. There is no charge for
making suggestions and they can be made using the online form.
Customers’ may elect to pay the current reservation/inter-library loans fee and the
library will obtain it and set it aside for collection.
Controversial Material
The Library abides by the Australian Library Information Association policy
statements’ and the IFLA Statement on Libraries and Intellectual Freedom. It
operates under the Library Act and Library Council of New South Wales Access to
Information in New South Wales Public Libraries Guidelines:
Library materials that have not been subjected to Federal and State restriction or
prohibition should not be excluded from a public library based on moral, political,
racial, religious, sexist language or other sensitive grounds alone, nor should library
materials be included on these grounds alone, whatever the pressure may be
brought to bear by individuals or groups.
It is the responsibility of parents or guardians to monitor their children’s viewing,
listening and reading.
Non Inclusion
•
•

•

•
•

Materials censored by the government.
Requested material that is out of date, too expensive, published in an
unsuitable format, or where there are suitable alternative titles in stock on the
subject.
Items of a highly technical or highly specialised nature that are unlikely to be
widely used, or those items fulfilling a one-off technical request, will be
borrowed on inter library loan if possible. Any associated costs will be passed
to the requesting customer.
Fragile items or ephemeral and not robust enough for loan.
Items that are in emerging and untested formats, or have been superseded by
a new format.
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Resource Maintenance
Continual revision, evaluation, discarding, replacement, repair and relocation are
essential to maintain a relevant, current and functional collection.
Discarding and weeding of stock is an ongoing resource management tool for each
collection area. De-selection will be an ongoing program to ensure the collection
continues to be relevant to the community. De-selection is the responsibility of the
Team Leader Library Resources, with delegations to the Library Resources Team.
Stocktaking
The collection as an asset will be monitored and managed through biannual
stocktake. Stocktake allows the Library to obtain an accurate understanding of all
items and the condition of each at any time. Issues such as deterioration and life
expectancy of current items and to plan for their repair, replacement or maintenance,
which then allows the organisation to make an assessment of the value of the
collection, budget allocation, and the level of depreciation of the asset base which
impacts on Council’s overall financial position.
Stocktake also ensures that the Library has an up to date record of all items in the
collection and enables customers to clearly identify what resources are available for
use.
De-selection Criteria
Items may be removed from the collection at any time based on the following criteria
being present:
• Damaged or poor physical condition;
• No longer relevant to community needs;
• Low usage levels – a primary guide to judge this criterion is that the item has
not been used for 2 years;
• Duplicate copies;
• Lack of adequate storage;
• Obsolete and dated material – a primary guide to judge this criterion is that
the item was published more than 10 years ago;
• Superseded by a new edition or better title on the topic;
• Lack of discernible literary or topical merit;
• Missing volumes or parts;
• Availability through reciprocal borrowing or inter library loan;
• Outside the scope of the Resource Development Plan; and
• Excessively duplicated material is already held.
The MUSTY principle should also be applied:
• M – Misleading (and/or inaccurate)
• U – Ugly (worn and beyond repair)
• S – Superseded (by a new edition or a better book on the subject
• T – Trivial (poor literary or scientific merit)
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Y- Your collection has no need for the title (irrelevant to the current or future
customer).

Disposal Withdrawn Stock
Items that are no longer part of the Library’s collection are disposed of appropriately,
ensuring the Library and national databases are accurate and that ownership of the
item is removed.
The disposal method of the item will be determined by the Library Resources Team,
items withdrawn may be:
• Replaced, if a high demand item (and still available);
• Offered to other NSW public libraries;
• Offered for sale to library customers;
• Offered to community groups; and
• Recycled using James Bennett Sustainability Project.
Marketing
Various mechanisms will be implemented to ensure the library collections meet the
needs of the community, including:
• Liaising with community focus groups including CALD groups, young people
families, seniors, people with disabilities and their carers’, educational
community and heritage groups;
• Providing opportunities for customers to request materials, ensuring quick
responses and contribution to selection of stock; and
• A bi-annual customer satisfaction survey to provide feedback on strengths,
weaknesses and overall satisfaction with the Library’s collection.
A range of marketing mechanisms will be implemented to promote the Library’s
collection to the community, including:
• Informing the community of new collections through media releases,
Council newsletter, website, social media, presentations, inclusion in
targeted newsletters and in-house signage; and
• Promoting existing collections to targeted audiences through established
networks and groups, word of mouth, inclusion in specific newsletters and
e-bulletins, website, social media, presentations and displays.

Relevant Publications
Access to Information in New South Wales Public Libraries Guideline (2008)
https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/accesstoinformation2007.pdf
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Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census of Population and Housing, (2016)
http://www.abs.gov.au
IFLA Statement on Libraries and Intellectual Freedom
http://www.ifla.org/publications/ifla-statement-on-libraries-and-intellectual-freedom
Council Documents
Community Profile and User Analysis (2020/2021) – 19/20740
Collection Analysis Report (2020/2021) – 21/55779
Legislation
NSW Library Act 1939 - http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/la193999/
NSW Library Regulation 2010 https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/use_state_library_under_library_regulati
on_2010.pdf
State Records Act 1998 –
http://www.records.nsw.gov.au/about-us/state-records-act-1998
Standards
ALIA policy statements’ –
http://www.alia.org.au/policies/
Living Learning Libraries: standards & guidelines for NSW public libraries (2020)
https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/living_learning_libraries_2018.pdf

Selection Profiles 2021/2022
These Selection Profiles support the Resource Development Plan and provide a
framework for the development of an annual purchasing plan. They function as a
guide to library staff in the development of the library collections and support the
development of a constructive, cost-effective relationship between the Singleton
Library and suppliers.
These selection profiles are effective from 1 July 2021 and are due for review in
June 2022 by the Team Leader Library Resources.
Collection Priorities
Singleton Library purchases significant and seminal works across a broad range of
subjects, but do not aim to collect comprehensively across all areas. Collections are
tailored to meet customer needs and expectations through purchase of core and
popular resources.
Demand Drivers
Anticipation of demand through:
• Best Sellers/Popular Culture
• Cinema, Theatre, Performing Arts
• Local/National Radio and Television
• Author visits
• Press/Media
• Major sporting events, e.g. Olympics
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NSW curriculum requirements
Local arts festivals and events.

Information Resources
Information Resources incorporate easily understood material through to complex
authoritative material. The collection incorporates the following areas Non-fiction,
Local & Family History, Drug Information, Legal Answers and Research Databases.
Non-Fiction
The collection includes popular research, theories, commentaries, study guides,
learning aids, handbooks and bibliographies. A limited number of textbooks are
included in the collection, in subject areas where they are the most appropriate
resources available. Junior non-fiction suitable for research purposes is integrated in
to this collection. The collection is arranged by Dewey Decimal Classification within
popular genres to make it easier for browsers to find materials of interest.
Format
Primarily print, with a number of kits combining print and electronic formats for visual
and auditory learning mediums.
Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $80.00.
The Arts
Features popular treatments of the decorative arts, crafts, hobbies, collectibles,
antiques, drawing, cartoons, painting, sculpture, photography, music, movies and
theatre. Since the subject matter of most arts works is stable and does not tend to
become out-dated, titles should be retained as long as they are in good condition
and have good circulation. There is a need to maintain currency of collectible
identification and value guides.
Works of literature are also incorporated, including style manuals, how-to-write titles,
short story collections, and other anthologies, public speaking and toastmaster-type
titles, poetry, drama and humour. Emphasis is on Australian literature, although
British literature is also represented.
Budget Allocation – $1,200
Beliefs
Works on the history of world religions, denominations and sects. Including sacred
texts and commentaries of all major religions, mythology, devotionals, doctrines,
moral and inspirational literature. Also includes items on the major philosophies,
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ethnology, parapsychology/occultism and symbols), controversial knowledge (UFOs,
legendary monsters), folklore and astrology.
Budget Allocation - $1,000

Biography
Titles selected are biographical and/or autobiographical works with the following
attributes:
• High media profile and popular with public;
• Emphasis on film, TV, sport, famous personalities and politicians;
• Popular well known Australians;
• School Assignments;
• Olympians;
• Australian Content; and
• War memoirs
Budget Allocation – $1,000
Business
Covering politics, economics, commerce, finance, law, including job search,
accounting, office skills and management, small business operation, advertising,
marketing and personal success in business. This collection also caters to council
staff and councillors providing general government and management resources.
Budget Allocation – $1,000
Food & Wine
Subject areas represented in this section include food, cooking, hospitality, wine and
beverages. This is a high circulating collection and should be maintained
accordingly.
Budget Allocation - $1,200
Health
Contains educational materials on fitness, sports, health, preventive medicine,
specific physical and psychological disorders. Selection is primarily for the general
reader, patient, parent or non-professional. The most current material is essential in
the rapidly changing medical field. Stronger links should be developed between the
library and area medical personnel so that the Library may provide materials
recommended by local physicians. Sports rulebooks should be monitored annually
so that rule revisions can be updated.
Budget Allocation - $1,000
History
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Includes works of historical and contemporary interest, appealing to a range of
interests and levels. Costumes, protocols and customs are included, the main
emphasis is on Australian history, secondary emphasis is on British and European
history. Since the subject matter of these books is stable and does not tend to
become out-dated, except for current profiles of nations or regions, titles are retained
as long as they are in good condition and circulate to standards.
Includes works focussing on military history, war and weapons with an emphasis on
Australian involvement or initiatives. Since the subject matter of these books is
stable and does not tend to become out-dated, titles are retained as long as they are
in good condition and circulate to standards.
Budget Allocation - $2,000
House & Garden
Subject areas represented in this section include gardening, architecture, interior
decorating, landscaping, flora, botany, building and home improvement. Material
included should be published ensuring relevance to the Australian climate.
Budget Allocation - $1,000
Knitters
Singleton Library holds the Knitters Guild of NSW book collection. Any additions to
the collection are made by the Knitters Guild and as such no material will be
deselected unless it is in poor condition.
Language & Learning
Dictionaries in English and other languages, grammar books, and foreign language
instruction works are available. It is important to keep books on sign language,
literacy, grammar and foreign language dictionaries up-to-date. Includes material on
non-verbal communication, such as sign language. Also incorporates book and nonbook materials that will compliment high school education and study. Changes to the
syllabus are noted and new resources purchased to reflect the changes.
Budget Allocation – $750
Parenting
Works relating to pregnancy, general parenting, child birth and development,
childhood illnesses, nutrition, behaviour and educational issues.
Budget Allocation - $1,000
Relationships
Works related to psychology, self-help, human relationships and sociology. General
readers desire books for self-education and pleasure, while students need
supplemental materials for their courses. New treatments of psychological subjects
should be purchased to supersede old ones.
Budget Allocation - $1,000
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Sciences
This collection incorporates a broad range of sciences including, natural,
technological and computer. Resources focus on chemistry, physics, geology,
biology, palaeontology, mathematics, astronomy, transport, machines, math, pets,
animals and the life sciences. Computer science includes programming, specific
operating systems, software applications, hardware, web development, social media
and the Internet. Change is rapid in some of these scientific disciplines requiring
attention to ensure information remains up-to-date.
Budget Allocation - $1,000
Travel
Titles are selected for trip planners, students studying countries, armchair travellers,
adventurers and general readers. It is important to keep this section timely;
guidebooks should be kept no longer than three years depending on frequency of
publication.
Budget Allocation - $400
True Crime
Works recounting actual crimes and detailing the actions of real people. Focussing
on murder, police investigations, memoirs, trials, victims, criminals, criminal
psychology, historic, alleged and high-profile crimes.
Budget Allocation – $1,000
Archives
The Library has a custom built Archives Room, providing a fire rated, temperature
and humidity controlled room for the appropriate storage of Council’s Archives.
Collections from public institutions, private companies and individuals may also be
included. This is a non-lending collection and some material is restricted from
viewing depending on age and the nature of the item in accordance with the State
Records Act 1998. If the material is available in an alternative format, then the
original will not be accessible. Copying of material may be available dependent on
the condition and copyright restrictions.
Format
Material is available in a variety of formats.
Price
Reliant on donations.
Local & Family History
Local History collections and services assist in ensuring the region’s history is
recorded for the benefit of local, state and national heritage. The Library collects,
indexes, houses, promotes and facilitates appropriate access to these resources.
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The collection is a non-lending collection and duplicates will be located in archives
where appropriate. Material included shall:
• Relate to the Singleton Local Government Area (LGA) or bordering areas;
• Encompass the pre-European settlement area, the history of the Wanaruah,
Wonnarua people who are the traditional owners of the land;
• Include geographical, social, environmental, educational, political, economic,
physical and cultural history of the above areas.
Guidelines for the type of material sought for inclusion are:
• Published histories or other works relevant to the area;
• Oral history recordings, tapes, films, etc made about the LGA and its
residents;
• Records of local businesses and associations, schools, churches, sporting
bodies, welfare organisations, etc;
• Papers of prominent local families, individuals, genealogies and manuscripts;
• Family history research papers and publications relevant to the LGA;
• Bibliographies, directories and guides;
• Community based publications such as newspapers, magazines, gazettes
and newsletters, etc;
• Documents, research papers, photographs relating to buildings (private,
commercial and public) and property;
• Research papers and theses pertaining to local areas producing at a tertiary
education level;
• Studies undertaken by private or government bodies referring to, or having
impact on, the local community;
• Photographic works of local interest including prints, postcards, slides and
negatives;
• Artworks by local artists or depicting local scenes or personalities;
• Maps, photos and plans, including survey, land subdivision, architectural and
aerial;
• Ephemera, including leaflets, flyers, pamphlets, original documents such as
land deeds, certificates and military papers;
• Local authors writing about the LGA.
The collection complements that of the Singleton Historical Society and Museum Inc.
www.singletonmuseum.com.au
Family History is a major subset of this collection and is available for loan. It provides
a base for Hunter Region residents to begin to trace their family tree and to provide
general published information on family history, including family history monographs
of families outside the Hunter Region. The service works closely with the Family
History Society Singleton Inc. http://www.family-history-society-singleton-inc.org/
Format
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Primarily print, with newspapers, serials, pictorial materials, audio, audio-visual
materials and electronic records.
Budget Allocation
Family History - $500
Local History - $500
Research Databases
Electronic multimedia such as online databases and the Internet are an ever
increasing part of the reference collection and services. Library users can access
these resources on the PCs in the library or remotely.
The range of material available in online databases needs to be identified where
ever possible within the library management system. The core collection is based on
titles funded by the State Library of New South Wales
Budget Allocation – $6,900
Recreational Reading Resources
Recreational Reading Resources are for relaxation or amusement, to satisfy
interests unrelated to educational or vocational obligations. The collection
incorporates the following areas Fiction, Large Print, Graphic Novels and Young
Adult Fiction.
Fiction
The collection is a broad range of popular contemporary and literary fiction titles. The
collection is arranged in to the following genres:- Adventure/Thriller - $1,200
- Crime - $3,000
- General - $1,800
- Historical - $800
- Light fiction - $500
- Romance/Glitz - $800
- Sagas - $1,000
- Science Fiction/Fantasy - $800
Format
Print, primarily trade paperback where possible.
Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $50.00.
Development
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Priorities to guide selection:
• Australian authors;
• Well reviewed new authors;
• Short listed and award winning books including those from The Man Booker,
Orange Prize, NSW Premiers Award and Miles Franklin Award;
• Bestsellers.
Budget Allocation – $9,900
Graphic Novels
Includes material suitable for young adult and adult readers. There is a need for a
broad range that includes Manga as well as comic style and novels that have been
published in graphic form.
Format
Primarily print, pictorial, with text/dialogue working together to propel the narrative.
Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $30.00.
Budget Allocation – $1,600
Large Print
This collection is to be developed to serve both the in-library and home library
customers. The collection should be as broad as possible within the limitations of
published materials.
Format
Print, paperback preferred, minimum 16pt font.
Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $60.00.
Budget Allocation – $4,000
Young Adult Fiction
The collection is attractive, with broad content, offering a range of reading levels for
12 – 17 year olds. The collection promotes reading for pleasure and reflects changes
in youth culture.
Format
Print, primarily paperback.
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Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $30.00.
Budget Allocation – $2,000
Audio Visual Resources
An increasing amount of information covering educational and recreational interests
is being produced in a wide range of audio-visual and electronic formats. These
materials can reach out to sections of the community for whom traditional print based
materials have little impact. The collection incorporates the following areas Audio
Books, Music, DVDs and Downloadable resources.
Audio Books
The collection provides an audio alternative to recreational reading. It is to be
balanced by downloadable audio content available from RB Digital and BorrowBox
Selection of Children’s materials should focus on high circulating authors and should
not include non-fiction.
Format
CD and MP3.
Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $80.00.
Budget Allocation – $1,200 adult; $250 junior
DVDs
Literacy is promoted in this format through options for sub-titles (overcoming hearing
or physical impairment) and viewing in languages other than English. A range of
sources include television, documentary and movies for life-long learning and light
entertainment. The collection caters for Pre-school, Family and Adults.
The collection consists of general material which will have an Australian Film
Classification of G, PG, M or M15+ rating. Priorities include movies based on books,
best film award winners, notable Australian films, HSC tie-ins, classic films,
Australian television series, ABC/BBC/SBS, documentaries, instructional films and
music.
Reasons for non-inclusion include;
• Material that is incompatible with Australian standards
• Television series with ongoing series with the exception of well-reviewed
series that fit within the budget.
• Television series will not be replaced for damage or loss.
Children’s material will be suitable for one of two audience types:
- Preschool age children, e.g. Wiggles, Hi-5, ABC Kids, etc.
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-

Family oriented, e.g. G or PG rated Disney, family films, animation, etc.

Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $40.00 for single DVD, $80.00 for
boxed set.
Budget Allocation – $7,000 – adult; $4,500 - junior
Digital Resources (Downloadable)
Resource delivery needs to be aligned to changing needs, thus requiring an
increased focus on online delivery and facilitating transactions online.
Library App – contains millions of songs - $6,950
Libby – eAudio books, eBooks, eMagazines - $7,500
BorrowBox – eAudio & eBook titles – primarily Australian content - $5,000
Beamafilm – streaming documentaries and indie features - $2,100
Storybox – Online platform for streaming celebrated children’s stories read aloud by
favourite storytellers - $1,200
NewsBank – Online newspaper platform - $3,200
Music
Emphasis has shifted from physical CD’s to downloadable content made accessible
via the library website. The physical items will focus on genres originating from
Australia not available from Sony Music.
Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $40.00.
Budget Allocation – CDs - $500, Junior - $500.
Children’s Resources
Children’s Resources incorporate easily understood material for both recreational
and factual reading interests. The collection incorporates the following areas
Recreational Non-Fiction, Picture Books, Board Books and Children’s Fiction.
Recreational Non-Fiction
The collection does not aim to meet the study or research needs of students. It is
aimed at early readers (kindergarten/early primary level) and reluctant readers. Items
selected should be more visual text and fit within the follow subject areas:- About Me - $600
- Animals and Plants - $1,000
- Doing Things - $1,100
- Fun Facts - $1,000
- Machines and Computers - $600
- People and Places - $1,200
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Format
Primarily print, including Dorling Kindersley and Cross-Section styles.
Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $30.00.
Budget Allocation – $5,500
Picture Books
The collection experiences heavy demand, as such maintaining currency and stock
condition is a priority. Titles use illustration to enhance text and convey a story for 0
– 8 year olds and their carers’.
The following formats are not included – pop-ups, cloth, pocket sized and big books.
Short-listed titles for all significant awards, such as Children’s Book Week and Kids
Own Australian Literature are to be included.
Format
Hardcover, paperback easies and board books.
Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $50.00.
Budget Allocation – $5,000 easies, $2,500 board books
Fiction
The collection includes novels and series aimed at children in primary school,
generally aged 5 – 12 years, as well as graded readers. Priority is for high circulating
Australian material and those with high media profiles. It also includes newly created
collection Vox Books (books with incorporated talking speaker) and Reader Packs.
Premiers’ Reading Challenge and short listed titles for significant awards, such as
Children’s Book Week and Kids Own Australian Literature are to be included.
The collection is in genres as follows:-

Animal Stories - $600
Beginner Readers - $1,500
Comedies - $1,200
Jnr Graphic Novels - $1,200
General - $2,200
Vox Books - $2,000
Reader Packs - $300

Format
Primarily print, paperback or trade paperback preferred.
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Price
Team Leader Library Resources to approve if over $30.00.
Budget Allocation – $9,000
Periodicals
The collection provides latest news and information on a broad range of educational
and recreational topics.
Specified time limits for the retention of back issues are 12 months. The range and
quantity of titles will change in accordance with demand and is supplemented by the
online Libby collection.
Price
Budget Allocation – $1,600
Cake Tin Collection
The collection provides access to novelty cake tins in both metal and silicone
material. The key selection criteria for items added to this collection is their durability.
Price
Budget Allocation – $1,000
Toy Library
This collection includes toys which are targeted to children with special needs
although the collection will be made available to all children. The service allows
families to borrow toys, games and puzzles of an educational nature that provide
pleasurable learning experiences and promote child development in language,
numeracy, social interaction, muscle development, imagination and creativity. The
service is available at no cost with $1,000 grant per year from Liddell Open Cut
being used to maintain the collection.
Price
Budget Allocation – $1,000 grant
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Appendix One: Local History/Archives Deposit Form
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COPYRIGHT & REPRODUCTION
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Appendix Two: Attorney General’s Department
Classification Branch – Fact Sheet
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